Research Informed Teaching supports the development of students into autonomous independent learners, capable of using and undertaking research, by employing a combination of research-led, research-oriented, research-based and research-tutored teaching techniques (Healey 2005).

As part of the Level 5 Business Simulation Unit in the Faculty of Management, an innovative form of problem-based assessment has been created in which learning is structured around an ambiguous and complex problem.

Working in groups within a simulated company environment, students develop a funding application to be submitted to a fictitious government department. The students take a personal journey of learning in which they have to first understand the company, the sector in which it operates, the drivers/barriers that it faces, and the products/services currently delivered.

Tutors become facilitators, supporting and guiding students using Research Informed Teaching approaches, and enabling them to innovate and problem solve.

Students are Research-Tutored to evaluate models and theories, and to place their work in the wider context of their university education.

Tutors bring their research and professional practice experience to ensure that the teaching is Research-Led.

The students undertake their own research to develop novel project ideas that address the business needs identified and so are Research-Based.

Students use creative-thinking and innovation techniques to ensure the work that they generate is Research-Orientated.
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